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In their paper (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 64 (1993), 1030) Brualdi and Pless
prove linearity of some binary codes obtained by a greedy algorithm and establish
lower bounds for the dimension of these codes. In this note, we show that actually
they have proved a much more general result, and show that these codes also
satisfy the VarshamovGilbert bound.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let V=Vn=(GF(2)n, ) be the standard n-dimensional vector space
over GF(2). We identify elements of Vn with natural numbers 0, 1, ..., 2n&1
written in binary notation. Thus there is a natural linear ordering of Vn
which is in fact the lexicographic ordering, and in the following by the sym-
bol < we always denote this ordering.
With any subset MV"[0] we associate a two-person game G(V, M)
whose positions are the elements of V and where the move from x to y is
a legal move if and only if y<x and xy # M. The player who cannot
make a legal move loses the game.
According to the general theory of such games (e.g. [1]), the Grundy
function of the game is the function
g : Vn  N
satisfying the following conditions: For each x # Vn ,
(1) for each i< g(x) there is a legal move from x to some y with
g( y)=i;
(2) there are no legal moves from x to y with g( y)= g(x).
These two conditions determine the function g uniquely. Indeed, g can be
computed consecutively for all elements of V by a simple greedy algorithm:
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for each x, g(x) is the smallest number not equal to any of g( y) for legal
moves from x to y. The winning positions then are the positions x with
g(x)=0. It is clear from the above description that the set of winning posi-
tions is precisely the maximal independent set in the game graph found by
the greedy algorithm. In terms of the game G(V, M), it is the maximal code
with M as the set of forbidden differences.
Theorem 1. For any MV"[0], the Grundy function g of the game
G(V, M) is a linear mapping from V to Vm for some mn. In particular, the
set of winning positions is a linear code C of dimension n&m such that
C & M=<.
The result of [2, Theorem 2.2] easily follows from this theorem. Indeed,
let B=(b0 , ..., bn&1) be a basis defining an ordering <B on V as in [2] and
(e0 , ..., en&1) be the standard basis. Let A be the automorphism of V such
that A(bi)=ei for all i, and let M=A(Hd ). Consider the games
G((V, <), M) and G((V, <B), Hd ). If their Grundy functions are g1 and g2
(g1 is linear by Theorem 1), then, obviously, g2(v)= g1(A(v)) and therefore
g2 is also linear.
In fact, the Proof of Theorem 2.2 presented in [2] does not in any way
use this specific form of M; so, after some minor changes of notation, it
applies to the general case.
Here we present a proof which is essentially a shortened and simplified
version of the original proof in [2].
Proof of Theorem 1. Let e0 , e1 , ..., en&1 be the standard basis of Vn :
ei=2i. Consider the ascending chain of subspaces
V0=[0]/V1 / } } } /Vn ; Vi=(e0 , ..., ei&1).
Let Mi=M & Vi , gi= g |V i for i=0, ..., n. We have Mn=M, gn= g. It is
immediate from the definitions that each gi is the Grundy function for the
game G(Vi , Mi). We shall prove by induction on i that the mappings gi are
linear; this is true for i=0.
Let gi : Vi  (N, ) be linear. For all : # N, consider the sets
C:=[v # Vi | gi (v)=:]. Obviously, only finitely many of these sets are
non-empty.
Let ; # N be the minimal number for which there are no legal moves
from ei to C; . We define a mapping h: Vi+1  N by the following rules:
h(v)=gi (v) for v # Vi ;
h(v)=;gi (vei) for v # Vi+1"Vi .
The mapping so defined is obviously linear; our aim is to prove that
h#gi+1. To do this, it is sufficient to show that h satisfies the definition of
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the Grundy function for the game G(Vi+1 , Mi+1), since the Grundy func-
tion is determined uniquely.
Let C$:=ei C:; . We have C: _ C$:=[v # Vi+1 | h(v)=:].
First we check the condition (2). If v, w # C: or v, w # C$: then vw # C0 .
Hence, vw  M and the move from v to w is not legal. If v # C$: and
w # C: then ei vw # C; ; and the move from ei to ei vw cannot be
legal by definition of ;. Hence vw  M.
Now we check the condition (1). Let x # C$: , x=ei c for some
c # C:; . Let also #<:.
If :#;<; then, by definition of ;, there is a legal move from ei
to some y # C:#; . So, ei  y # Mi+1 , and the move from x to
xei  y=c y # C# is legal.
If #;<:; then there is a legal move from c to some y # C#; . This
means that y<c and c y # Mi . Then xc y=ei  y<ei c=x, and
the move from x to xc y # ei C#;=C$# is legal.
Now, to finish the proof it is enough to show that the inequalities
#<:,
#;>:;,
:#;>;
cannot hold simultaneously. This is very easy; actually, this is Lemma 2 of
[3] which was stated there without proof.
Let j be the highest bit in which # and : differ, and let :j , ;j , #j be the
values of this bit in :, ;, #.
From the first inequality we have #j=0, :j=1.
From the second inequality, #j ;j=1, :j ;j=0.
Thus ;j=1, :j #j ;j=0, and :#;<;contrary to the third
inequality. The theorem is proved. K
Note that, in the induction step, we had no need to treat separately (as
was done in [2]) the two cases when ;= gi (v) for some v # Vi (C; {<),
and when ;>gi (v) for all v # Vi (C;=<).
Theorem 2. In the notation of Theorem 1,
mlog2( |M|+1).
Proof. Indeed, from any position x with g(x)=2m&1 there are at least
2m&1 different legal moves, by the definition of the Grundy function. K
For the case of greedy codes of designed distance d this theorem says
that they attain the VarshamovGilbert bound for binary linear codes
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[2, Corollary 2.3]. For large enough n, this bound is much better than one
given in [2, Theorem 3.5]. Indeed,
|Hd |= :
d&1
i=1 \
n
i+ .
So, when n2d&1, we have
|Hd |+1
nd&1
(d&2)!
,
and
dim Cn&(d&1) log2 n+log2(d&2)!.
Linearity of lexicodes was first proved by Levenstein in his paper [3]
which for a very long time had remained largely unnoticed. Also, recently
the result equivalent to Theorem 1 was independently proved by van
Zanten in [4, Theorem 2.2] by a different method.
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